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Abstract: The primary purpose in constructing equivalents is to represent a portion of a network containing many buses 

but having only a few "boundary buses" by a reduced network containing only the boundary buses and, perhaps, a few se-

lected buses from within the original sub-network. The equivalent constructed gives an exact reproduction of the self and 

transfer impedances of the external system as seen from its boundary buses. PowerFactory’s network reduction algorithm 

produces an equivalent representation of the reduced part of the network and calculates its parameters. This equivalent re-

presentation is valid for both load flow and short-circuit calculations, including asymmetrical faults (that is, single-phase 

faults). 
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1. Introduction 
 

A typical application of network reduction is a project 

where a specific network has to be analyzed, but this net-

work cannot be studied independent of a neighboring net-

work of the same or a higher/lower voltage level. In such 

cases, one option is to model both networks in detail for 

calculation purposes. There may, however, be situations 

when it is not desirable to perform studies with the com-

plete model. Such situations may include, for example, cas-

es when the calculation times would increase significantly 

or when the data of the neighboring network is confidential 

and cannot be published in detail. In these cases it is com-

mon practice to provide a representation of the neighboring 

network, which contains the interface nodes (connection 

points) that may be connected by equivalent impedances 

and voltage sources [1]. 

Network reduction for load flow is an algorithm based on 

sensitivity matrices. The basic idea is that the sensitivities 

of the equivalent grid, measured at the connection points in 

the retained grid, must be equal to the sensitivities of the 

grid that has been reduced. This means that for a given (vir-

tual) set of ∆P and ∆Q (active an reactive power variations) 

injections in the branches, from the retained grid to the grid 

to be reduced, the resulting ∆u and ∆ϕ (voltage magnitude 

and voltage phase angle variations) in the boundary nodes 

must be the same for the equivalent grid, as those that 

would have been obtained for the original grid (within a 

user defined tolerance). 

Network reduction for short-circuit is an algorithm based 

on nodal impedance/nodal admittance matrices. The basic 

idea is that the impedance matrix of the equivalent grid, 

measured at the connection points in the retained grid, must 

be equal to the impedance matrix of the grid to be reduced 

(for the rows and columns that correspond to the boundary 

nodes). This means that for a given (virtual) additional ∆I 

injection (variation of current phasor) in the boundary 

branches, from the retained grid to the grid to be reduced, 

the resulting ∆u in the boundary nodes must be the same for 

the equivalent grid, as those that would have been obtained 

for the original grid (within a user defined tolerance). This 

must be valid for positive sequence, negative sequence, and 

zero sequence cases, if these are to be considered in the 

calculation (unbalanced short-circuit equivalent) [2-7]. 

2. Methodology 
 

Power system network matrices [8]: 
 

busbusbus VYI =                       (1) 

 

where 
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busI  is the vector of the injected bus currents; 

busV  is the vector of bus voltages  measured from the 

reference node. 

busY  is known as the bus admittance matrix. 

In a power system, the current injection is always zero at 

buses where there are no external loads or generators con-

nected; such nodes may be eliminated. Then for an n-bus 

system, the reduced admittance matrix by eliminating node 

k is: 

0=kI                                      (2) 

 

where node k has zero current injection, therefore, 

0=kI  

The new bus admittance matrix is: 
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where i, j = 1, 2, …, n. kji ≠,  
 

In stability studies, all nodes are eliminated except for 

the internal generator nodes and obtain the Y matrix for the 

reduced network: 
 

 

I = YV                                   (4) 
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The matrix in equation (5) is the reduced matrix Y. It has 

dimensions (n x n), where n is the number of generators. 

Network reduction can be applied only to those nodes 

that have zero injection current. An equivalent represents a 

network, which contains many buses but only a few boun-

dary buses, by a reduced network that contains only the 

boundary buses and a few of the original buses. Equivalents 

are used in two circumstances: both to allow larger areas of 

major interconnected systems to be represented in studies 

and also to achieve improved computational speed in simu-

lations by removing buses and branches that influence sys-

tem behavior.  

A boundary cuts a set of tie-lines between areas or oth-

erwise identifiable sections of a network but passes through 

no buses. A boundary bus is part of only one area. An 

equivalent makes more efficient use of storage when the 

ratio of branches to buses in the equivalent is reduced. As a 

general rule, however, reducing a system into a number of 

small equivalents is more efficient than reducing of a large 

system in one step to produce a single equivalent [9-11]. 

3. Network Modeling in PowerFactory 

Figure 1 shows IEEE nine-bus system with three syn-

chronous generators. Generator ( )1G  was selected the swing 

generator. The transformer, load and generators data are 

given in Table 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The network model 

contains the electrical and graphical information for the 

grid. To further enhance manageability, this information is 

split into two subfolders: diagrams and network data. An 

additional subfolder, Variations, contains all expansion 

stages for planning purposes. The network model folder 

contains the all graphical and electrical data which defines 

the networks and the single line diagrams of the power sys-

tem under study. This set of data is referred as the network 

data model. 

 
 

Figure 1. IEEE three-machine, nine-bus test system [12]. 

Table 1. Transformers data. 

 Tr1 Tr2 Tr3 

MVA 250 200 150 

HV (kV) 230 230 230 

LV (Kv) 16.5 18 13.8 

Table 2. Loads data. 

 LoadA LoadB LoadC 

MV 125 90 100 

Mvar 50 30 35 
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Table 3. Generators data. 
 
 

Parameters G1 (swing) G2 G3 

Apparent power (MVA) 247.5  192  128  

Voltage (kV) 16.5  18  13.8 

Power factor 1 0.85 0.85 

Active power (MW) - 150 85 

Reactive power (Mvar) - 6.7 -10.9 

Voltage (p.u.)  1.04 1.025 1.025 

Rotor type salient round round 

Syn. reactances, xd 0.36 1.72 1.68 

Syn. reactances, xq 0.24 1.66 1.61 

Sub. transient ( )''

dx  0.2 0.2 0.2 

Sub. transient ( )''

qx  0.1 0.12 0.2 

transient ( )'

dx  0.15 0.23 0.23 

transient ( )'

qx  0.00 0.378 0.32 

Rotor resistances 0.00 0.005 0.00 

Time constant '

dT  3.73 0.8 0.806 

Time constant ''

dT  0.05 0.05 0.05 

Accel. Time constant 9.55 4.162 2.765 

Leakage reactances 
lx  0.083 0.141 0.0949 

4. Network Reduction in Power Factory 
 

The Network Reduction function, by default, retains the 

original network data. The boundary, necessary to split the 

grid into the part to be reduced, was defined and the part to 

retain its detailed representation. To ensure that the boun-

dary splits the network into two regions, Check Split button 

in the ElmBoundary dialogue could be used. 

The distribution network in Fig. 1 is fed by two busbars, 

‘Bus 5’ and ‘Bus 6’, in the center of the transmission sys-

tem. It is represented by Load A and Load B and the cor-

responding two transformers. If the distribution system is to 

be studied in details, while the transmission system is to be 

represented only by its equivalent model. The transmission 

system has a connection to another transmission system, 

which is represented by the External Grid and the connect-

ing line. This second transmission system shall remain as it 

is, the aim of the paper is to reduce only one transmission 

system. The “Boundary” (shown by dotted line in Figure 1) 

defines which part shall be reduced [1]. After this, the net-

work is reduced using PowerFactory. The network reduc-

tion procedure will automatically create a new varia-

tion/system stage to represent the original grid. 

In the new system stage(s), the part of the grid which was 

not reduced retains its full representation, whereas the part 

that was reduced is erased and the new simplified grid re-

presentation is added, with the connections to the other part 

of the grid (that is, to the part which is not reduced). The 

new system stage(s) will therefore represent the combined 

grid (retained grid and reduced equivalent). The new sys-

tem stages will be automatically activated in the active 

study case. To calculate short-circuit equivalent, this option 

is used to specify whether the short-circuit equivalent shall 

be calculated (option enabled) or not (option disabled). Po-

werFactory currently supports only the complete short-

circuit calculation method [1]. Figure 2 shows elements in 

the defined boundary. These are to be reduced to an equiva-

lent three AC voltage sources (ElmVac) and three common 

impedances (ElmZpu) connecting the remaining busbars. 

 

Figure 2. Elements in the defined boundary. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

The network reduction was carried out with PowerFacto-

ry by DIgSILENT version 14.1 [1]. The equivalent model 

for power injection is extended ward equivalent method. 

The short-circuit method used is complete method with 0.1 

seconds as break time, while the fault clearing time is 1 

second. 

Figures 3 and 4 show PowerFactory command dialogue 

for AC voltage source and common impedance respectively. 

 

Figure 3. Command dialogue for AC voltage source. 

 

Figure 4. Command dialogue for common impedance. 
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The transmission network was reduced to an equivalent 

representation by three AC voltage sources (eqVac-0 at bus 

6; eqVac-1 at bus 5 and eqVac-2 at bus 4) and three com-

mon impedances (eqZpu-0-1 between buses 6 and 5; eqZ-

pu-0-2 between buses 6 and 4; eqZpu-1-2 between buses 5 

and 4) connecting the remaining busbars. The resulting load 

flow and method short-circuit parameters are given in Table 

4 - 6. 

Table 4. Parameters of the AC voltage sources. 

Parameters eqVac-0 eqVac-1 eqVac-2 

Terminal voltage (kV) 230 230 230 

Active power (MW) 28.211 78.667 -0.00068 

Reactive power (Mvar) 27.89 21.389 17.6732 

Vmag (p.u.) 1.0143 1.0026 1.02871 

rward (ohm) 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Xward (ohm) 312.85 114.68 -1583.6 

rshort (ohm) 48.318 13.530 -13.298 

Xshort(ohm) 247.67 132.06 -13171.2 

Table 5. Parameters of the common impedances (load- flow). 

Components Load flow 

 
positive sequence negative zero 

 
(real) (imag.) (re, im) (re, im) 

eqZpu-0-1 0.1151325 0.4091812 0 0 

eqZpu-0-2 0.0170001 0.0920005 0 0 

eqZpu-1-2 0.01 0.0850005 0 0 

Table 6. Parameters of the common impedances (complete short-circuit). 

Components complete short-circuit 

 
positive sequence negative zero 

 
(real) (imag.) (re, im.) (re, im) 

eqZpu-0-1 0.150755 0.150755 0 0 

eqZpu-0-2 0.0170326 0.0919994 0 0 

eqZpu-1-2 0.0100325 0.0850005 0 0 
 

The load flow calculation in the reduced network gives 

the same results for the distribution network as for the orig-

inal (non-reduced) network as shown in Table 7 and 8. In 

Table 7, the buses 1, 4, 5 and 6 busbars report for the re-

duced network is the same as the busbars report for buses 1, 

4, 5 and 6 for non-reduced network as shown in Table 8. 

Table 7. Load flow (busbars) report for non-reduced network. 

Busbars rated Voltage  Bus - Voltage deg. 

 
(kV) (kV) (p.u.) 

 

Bus 1 16.5 17.16 1.04 0 

Bus 2 18 18.45 1.025 4.81 

Bus 8 230 232.6 1.011 147.17 

Bus 9 230 237.14 1.031 149.23 

Bus 3 13.8 14.14 1.025 1.93 

Bus 6 230 233.29 1.014 144.99 

Bus 4 230 236.61 1.029 147.31 

Bus 5 230 230.6 1.003 145.6 

Bus 7 230 234.51 1.02 149.66 

Table 8. oad flow (busbars) report for reduced network. 

Busbars rated Voltage  Bus - Voltage deg. 

 
(kV) (kV) (p.u.) 

 

Bus 1 16.5 17.16 1.04 0 

Bus 6 230 233.29 1.014 144.99 

Bus 4 230 236.61 1.029 147.31 

Bus 5 230 230.6 1.003 145.6 

6. Conclusion 
 

PowerFactory’s network reduction algorithm produces an 

equivalent representation of the reduced part of the network 

and calculates its parameters. This equivalent representa-

tion is valid for both load flow and short-circuits calcula-

tions, including asymmetrical faults (that is, single-phase 

faults). By using small, equivalent networks, the computa-

tional requirements can be significantly reduced. Network 

reduction is usually performed by computing impedances 

and by eliminating unnecessary elements. 

This reduction usually results in a highly dense imped-

ance matrix; therefore, using the reduced network may not 

significantly increase efficiency. Equivalent networks have 

been used for load flow and short circuit studies because 

they can reproduce the same voltages and currents of the 

remaining buses as the original systems do [13]. A load 

flow calculation or a short-circuit calculation in the reduced 

network gives the same results for the distribution network 

as for the original (non-reduced) network. 
 

Nomenclature 

p.u.: per unit; 

HV: high voltage; 

LV: low voltage; 
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MW: megawatts; 

Mvar: mega volt ampere reactive; 

kV: kilo voltage; 

Vvag: voltage magnitude for extended ward method; 

Rward: resistance for the extended ward; 

Xward: reactance for the extended ward; 

rshort: positive-sequence complete short-circuit resistance; 

xshort: positive-sequence complete short-circuit reactance; 
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